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Abstract
Some physical features of the kinetic Alfv6n wave dissipation by the trapped electrons are analyzed

in an axisymmetric magnetosphere with dipole magnetic field lines, taking into account the bounce-

resonant wave-particle interaction. It is shown that the electron Landau damping of kinetic Alfv6n waves

in a dipole magnetosphere depends substantially on the geomagnetic field nonuniformity and the plasma

energy/temperature.
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1. Magnetospheric Plasma Model
To study the wave processes in magnetospheric

plasmas in the frequency range of Alfv6n waves it is
necessary to solve the Maxwell's equations with a

"nonlocal" dielectric tensor F-31. For these (as well for
other magnetohydrodynamic) waves, this tensor can be

derived by solving the drift-kinetic equation for the

trapped particles, taking into account a two-dimensional

inhomogeneity of the geomagnetic field and plasma

parameters [3,4]. In this paper, we analyze some

physical features of a Landau damping of the kinetic

Alfv6n waves by the trapped electrons in an

axisymmetric magnetosphere with dipole magnetic field

lines:

/n"\' r .
B(R. 0)=Bol + | V | +3sin'd."l Rl\/

Here Rs is the radius of the Earth (or another planet), R

is the geocentric distance, @ is the geomagnetic latitude,

and Bs is the magnetic field in an equatorial plane on the

Earth's surface, where R = Ro, 0 = 0. All magneto-

spheric particles (both the electrons and protons, core

and energetic) are trapped, performing the bounce

oscillations along the geomagnetic field line near the

minimum of B(R, @). To describe these particles we

introduce the new variables

, = { r'il + ,'r, lt = I2LB(L, O)lu2 B(L, O),

and

L=Rl Rocos2Q

instead of u11, u1, R, which are associated with the

conservation integrals of energy: u21+ ull= coflst,

magnetic moment: u2tl2B = const,

and the equation of B-field line: R/cos2@ = const.

Depending on p, the domain of perturbed

distribution functions is defined by the inequalities

t-zs1rQ;l < p<t and -Q,< O<O,W),

where +0,(lr) are the local mirror points for the trapped

particles at a given (by L) magnetic field line, which are

defined by the zeros of parallel velocity:

cos6 0, - l.t
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Due to the Earth's atmosphere, the trapped particles will
be thermalized by the collisions with atmospheric

molecules and atoms before they reach the Earth's
surface. Any particle with

It<lto=L'sl{4L-3,
will not survive more than one half of the bounce time

and will be precipitated into the atmosphere.

As is well known, the density growth of energetic

particles, e.g., during the magnetic storm, can be a

reason of the wide class of the drift-wave instabilities
(see, for example, Ref. 5 and the bibliography there). In
particular, the pressure gradient of energetic protons in

the direction perpendicular to B can be as a source of
energy to excite the geomagnetic pulsations

corresponding to the low-frequency Alfv6n waves. The

most important characteristic of these instabilities is the

threshold of critical density of energetic protons (or their

critical pressure), at which the wave excitation is

beginning. To find the instability thresholds it is

necessary to compare the growth rate and damping rate

of Alfv6n waves in magnetospheric plasmas.

2. Kinetic Alfv6n Waves
Of course, in order to have the full comprehensive

description of both the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues

for the perturbed electromagnetic fields in the Earth's

magnetosphere it is necessary to solve the two-
dimensional wave equations varying in L and Q

directions. However, we believe that some important

wave characteristics can be analyzed into the scope of
geometric optics approximation for monochromatic

waves in magnetized nonuniform plasmas, iflwhen

Err - exp(- iott +i J **an*io"Q/ Qo +im|).

So, to estimate the electron Landau damping of kinetic
Alfv6n waves we are going to use the well-known
dispersion relation of ones, coupling the wave

frequency, ar, perpendicular and parallel (relative to B)

components of the wave vector, kt, k1, and the

transverse and longitudinal dielectric permittivity, e1,

trl

where

and

-\l,(r) ll,l

field li

I +3 sin2d

ne.

"{, "(ua)])'"

+ ( -r)o-' J'' "o, (^*. r"rff)oO.

t+imft

where

6'-= l'' "or(on! -, 
t(o)\

' Jo \ po "o 
^)

cos @

=J* "o'(^*-'"'f)oo

{*z "i* odo

+(-r)o'' J* "o, (r,*.r"r+)
"o"Q 

{t *z "ii OaQ,

#=+("-%) (1)

D;

k,=k"+ ^ . ku= 2o n,LRn t(L)

,n=t#ly'5sin@o(L){-*z"iio,<rt

o2., "2 ^ 4nN^e2
g 7L = "- . A:.=- ---_L .- ali- a' c'zo '' Mi

-- eBo , Bo'
@.= ,. LA=" M,cL3' 
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t-
lV3 

sindo(r)+

The contribution of trapped electrons to the longitudinal

permittivity elements of an axisymmetric magnetosphere

with dipole magnetic field lines we define by the

expressions evaluated in Ref. 4:

, al"L'z R: 3 r rrsy^'(Lt=-_rJJ L + I tbD: D';
27ct u 1.Qo P= | P' J Po

*29p'ai

+ln

is the half-length of a given (by l) magnetic

The points

t Oo(L)= + atccos(lt {L)
are the beginning and the end of a considered magnetic

field line on the Earth's surface; the mode numbers n

and m arc integer.

In Eq. (1), e1 is defined by the local contribution of
protons to the real part of the transverse permittivity:

a)

(3)
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ro=41''.oro F--!:jud'- 9 oo,Jo \/l_ltb(Q)
.h I :

,rot= f' cos4l=ljda dry.ro ll_pb(n)

The expressions (3) give us the contribution of the full
spectrum of the perturbed electric field (by I,, = *-) to
the given n-Fourier harmonic of the perturbed current
density component:

4tti .ot.,. tl - .,^,h',_:::: j;t"'(L)= /_ tri.n g',,' '.

However, for the purpose of our paper, we use only the

diagonal (n = n') elements of the longitudinal
permittivity; therefore further the umbral indexes ''' can

be omitted. Note, evaluating the longitudinal dielectric
permittivity, to simplify the problem, we used the
isotropic Maxwellian distribution function for the
trapped electrons with density N., temperature 7", charge

e and mass M"; u'r.= 2TJM. Moreover, in e11(L) we

neglect the drift corrections assuming that the wave
frequency rr; is much larger than the drift frequency, that

is valid when

mur"R;t L-\ arJ << 1,

where f0"" = eBolL3M"c, and z is the azimuthal wave
number over 0 (east-west) direction.

As one can see, by Eq. (3), there is a possibility to
carry out analytically the Landau integration over
particle energy (in velocity space), for the longitudinal
permittivity elements, and to express €1(L) by the p-
summation of bounce resonant terms including the well-
known plasma dispersion function W(z). This feature
simplifies substantially the estimations of both the real

and imaginary parts of such an important plasma

characteristic as its longitudinal permittivity, in the wide
range of wave frequencies and plasma parameters.

The general solution of Eq. (l) gives us the
following expressions for real (coxrw = Rear) and

imaginary (/xrw = -Imar) parts of the frequency of
kinetic Alfvdn waves:

at2*o*= klc2o, /rrw= t*o**!4Ime11, (4)'2c'aii

where ul = 2TJMi is the ion-sound velocity. Of course,

Eq. (l) can be also applied to estimate the damping
length of Alfv6n waves, KKAw = Imft1/Reka, excited by
the resonance transformation of the fast magnetosonic
wave (with the given ar and mode numbers m and n)
into the kinetic Alfv6n wave at the magnetic shell where

rtt= kt(L)cr(L). In this case,

Im€u
Kraw =

2Ree'

=t + rbD; D: 'l "*o { +1.| o, €)r,=tp" ai \n'at1
Thus we see that the dispersion characteristics (in

particular, such as 76ay,' and r641y) of the kinetic Alfv6n
waves are defined by the bounce-resonant interaction
between the wave and the trapped magnetospheric
electrons.

For the low-frequency waves with ala,o << l, the

first (p = l) bounce-resonant term is main in e|1 = Ii= r

t11,o, see Eq. (3). In particular, this means that the
damping length, Kxrw - Ime1l of kinetic Alfv6n waves

in the dipole magnetospheric plasmas depends on the

plasma temperature as Z-15 in contrast to Z-05 for the

straight magnetic field case (or in the local
approximation).

3. Numerical Results
Now we present the results of numerical

calculations of the imaginary part of the longitudinal
permittivity:

2ttu,.
Ax=:,- 

Ro LTb

b(ot=/i.:,i;o ar*_4ttN"e2cos6d '' M.

w(z)="-'(r * ?, L' 
,-*)

srImtrr(L)=Llm€r.(L\=
P=l

(t)2p, (t)3

l2fi4saso"arccos{7/L

'i + l'' ,iwtoi o')
P=t p' JPo

| ,' 4@)l ...*eL- 
er,,r*-* lo'

(6)

For the wave processes in magnetospheric plasmas with
the given temperature of ions and electrons, it is
interesting to know how the Landau damping of waves

depends on the wave frequencies. The contribution of
trapped electrons with the temperature Z" to Ime,, as a

function of al (by the parameter alab) is presented in
Fig. 1, where (obo = ^Jiu1"lR()L. The concre te

calculations are carried out for the oscillations with lon-
gitudinal mode numbers ,? = l, 2, 3, which can be

excited in the region of the Earth's radiation belts, l, =
5. The results here are normalized to otf,"1t\tro2oo. This

41.'
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Fig. 1 lmaginary part of the longitudinal permittivity as a
function of the wave frequency (by a/ao.l tor
waves in an axisymmetric dipole magnetosphere
when/where L = 5 and n = 1, 2, 3.

means that the bounce-resonant terms, Ime11,o, can be
approximated as - z3rexp(-zf), wh".e zp= o/pot*. As a

result, zfu* = "[312 1or p^u* = ",[28 alab) corresponds to
the maximum of z3rexp(-z'). The basic feature of these
plots is that the maximum of Ime,1, in plasmas with a

given temperature and al1||,6o> ",lZtZ, is achieved for the
waves with longitudinal mode numbers n larger than or
of the order ofpru*.

4. Gonclusion
The electron Landau damping of the kinetic Alfv6n

waves in an axisymmetric dipole magnetosphere (as is
for magnetospheric plasmas with circular magnetic field
lines [6,7]) depends substantially on the geomagnetic
field nonuniformity.

If ar << @bo, the imaginary part of the longitudinal
permittivity decreases as - ufl. This decrease is stronger
than - u-f" for plasmas in a straight magnetic field. It
should be noted, since the bounce resonances are not
effective in this frequency range, the drift corrections

become substantial for the ultralow-frequency waves
with large wave numbers rn - 100. As was shown in
Ref. 3, the excitation of the low-frequency geomagnetic
pulsations in the range of Pc-3 and Pc-5 oscillations is
associated with an effective bounce-drift interaction
between the wave and energetic protons.

If ro - @6o, the numbers of the basic bounce
resonances are defined by p - o)/rao6o. ln this case, Im
en(Z) has a maximum for waves with longitudinal wave
numbers n - p. This means that the resonant condition
for the effective wave-particle interaction in
magnetospheric plasmas should be understood as the
condition where the wave performs the integer number
(p) of oscillations during one bounce period 2nla,oo of
the trapped particles.
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